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The problem of this monograph is first, to determine the factors *nd
conditions in college life which cause the grip strength of men to fluctuate.
Secondly, an analysis will be made of the utility of the grip strength
test as a simple and practical method of checking the daily physical condition
of men on athletic squads. Thirdly, the further possibilities of forecasting
physiological changes by means of grip strength tests will be considered.
While it is admitted from the start that a grip strength score alone
is not sufficient to completely compare an individual with a group, recent
studies have been aiade, and studies that are in progress, contribute
much evidence to support a growing belief that changes in grip strength
from an individual’s own norm are very significant. From evidence at hend
it seems highly probable that the grip strength test does possess greater
utility for an athletic coach than any other known method of checking the
daily physical condition of men.
Present Methods
The vast majority of coaches use one of two methods to check on the
daily physical fitness of their men, observation or weight charts. E. J.
Mather, formerly basketball coach at the University of Michigan, was an
exception to the rule, as he used a heart test^ as a mee.ns of detecting a
condition athletic men term "staleness**. However, many coaches would
^E. J. Mather and E. D. Mitchell, BASKETBALL . Ann A.rbor,
Michigan; C. W. Graham, 1922
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2not to be qualified to administer such a test, and the majority would not
take the time for it. Students are limited in the time they can devote
to practices, and coaches will not use tests unless they can be administered
quickly,
flhile general appearance does possess some validity as a measure of
physical fitness^, it is highly subjective. Coaches rarely, if ever, take
the time to inake a careful observation of each man on the squad. If they
did, many college men and high school boys, zealous to participate and
thoughtless of physica.! consequences ?/ould succeed in concealing from the
coach their true condition. Coaches in the field, who have an intelligent
understanding of their responsibility for the health of their players,
ree.lize how difficult it is to break down the traditional ”I*d die for
dear old Rutgers" attitude. Furthermore, if a man is out of condition because
of breach of generally accepted training rules, he has another reason for
attempting to appear in the best of physical shape,
Weighing men, and the keeping of daily weight charts has been long in
use and is still the most frequently recommended method, though it is always
understood that observation should supplement weight checking, H, 0, Crisler
and E. E. Wieman, now head football coaches at Michigan and Princeton
Universities respectively, have written,
"After players attain proper phi'^sical condition, the coach must watch
that they remain physically fit throughout the season. Staleness is not an
infrequent condition. It is evidenced by loss of weight, inability to sleep,
and general irrit'bility . The common causes of staleness are overwork,
monotony and indi-f'rections in diet, particularly poisoning the system by
overloading it with proteins. The cure for staleness is rest or change of
activity and a revision of the diet. But better than the cure is prevention,.,.
^Frederick Rand Rogers, FUNDAi.tENTAL ADIMJNISTRATIVE ilEASURES IN PFIYSICAL
EDUCATION, Newton, Mass.: The Pleiades Corapaiy, 1932, page 29.
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3^ ”The coach should carefully watch the v/eight of each player, and if
after good condition is obtained there is one who does not regain, between
practices, the weight naturally lost during practice, a checlcup is in order.
\
. J. Craig Ruby, for thirteen years basketball coach at the University of
Illinois, wrote:
"Staleness is a loss of condition. It occurs with many men near the
end of a long and hard playing season. The steleness indicates that excess
fatigue poisons are being developed vAich the player cannot throw off due to
lowered resistance , Examinations or worry about scholastic standing or the
success of the team may cause *mental staleness*. Lack of enough sleep to
allow the powers of recuperation to function may be the cause, also a lowered
reserve due to some aiLnent such as a severe cold, tonsilitus, bad teeth,
or an infection may be the cause. These causes may be summed up: (a) overwork,
(b) mental strain, (c) loss of sleep, (d) physical disorders.
"The most noticeable symptom is the loss of weight. The player does not
regain, in a day or two, the weight lost in a practice session. Since this
is true, a team weight chart should be kept throughout the season. The players
should weigh before and after each practice and the v/eights tabulated under
the date of each practice session. The coach should wetch this chart care-
fully. The player should regain the weight lost during practice by the time
of the next practice."^
G. E. Bilik, former athletic trainer at Illinois University and a recognized
authority in this field, likewise recommends v/eight charts together with care-
ful observation.3 Sard Lambert,well known basketball co/ich of Purdue
University, places greater emphasis upon observation, and suggests that a
lack of condition will soon be reflected in lack of playing ability.^ If
this be true, how valuable it v/ould be for coaches to detect lack of condition
in its early stages before players lose their efficiency!
Evidence will be offered in this paper v/hich supports a belief that
physiological disturbances frequently take place which ere not indicated by
changes in weight; which would not be noticeable by casual, and in some
cases not even by careful, observation; but which are very noticeably indicated
' by changes in grip strength.
0. Crisler and E. E. Wieman, PRACTICAL FOOTBALL, New York and London;
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1934 > pp. 226-227
-^J. Craig Ruby, CQftCHING BA5KETBA.LT. , '^hempaign. 111.; J. Craig Ruby, 1931> Pp. 25.
^G. E. Bilik, THE TRAINER*G BIBLE. New York: The Athletic Trainer*s Supply
Co., 1928, pp. 207-208.
^rd Lambert, PRf-CTICAL BASKETBALL. Chicago: Athletic Journal Publishing Co.,
1932, pp. 226-227
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This study does not make any attempt to correlate changes in grip
strength with major physical breakdoyms nor diseases. Nor is any attempt
made to use the scientific methods of the medical profession to support
the validity of grip strength testing as a daily measure of general fitness.
One of the chief problems of athletic coaches is to know when and how
the effectiveness of their men is being lost. It is the purpose of this
study to help solve this problem.
Importance of the Study
If a coach can determine quickly and easily just when an athlete is
going stale the coach can take measures to prevent that condition from reach-
ing the point where it not only seriously lessens the athlete's effectiveness
but weakens his health. J. Craig Ruby writes,
”The Coach must not minimize the importance of phj'’sical condition because
many games are won or lost on condition alone. The coach, of necessity, must
expend considerable thought and care on the training of his men. He is entrusted
with the physical development of growins boys and young men. The health of
these players must not be jeopardized,’’^
Coaches who carefully watch and analyze weight charts determine a loss
of condition by noticing a steady loss of weight. However, by the time this
condition of staleness is reached ordy^ a complete rest from participation will
bring the athlete back to nonaal. By this time, too, the man has become so
nervous and irritable that his effectiveness in study and other activity has been
seriously affected. It becomes a vital problem to know what brings on
^ increases and decreases in physical vigor, and when these changes occur.
Certainly student years are not spent worthily if physical strength is dissi-
pated rather than built up. What great values might come from being able
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5Though grip strength tests have been used by psychologists for over a
hundred years, athletic men, ^ho should be most interested, continue to
use crude methods of measurement.
I
It is very common for coaches to tell their players that they cannot be
in the best of shape for a game unless they keep up on their sleep, watch
their diet, etc. However, many men in colleges and boys in secondary schools,
while accepting the theory ttet training rules are valuable in general, get
the perverted idea that they themselves are exceptions to the rule, and
believe that they can violate accepted training rules and still produce
maximum results. If coaches could show men objective evidence of their
condition, they could expect better co-operation in training. Furthermore,
the coach would have a better check on his men, and could bar men from com-
petition who did not at least maintain a normal standard. A valid, objective
test would help coaches uncover weaknesses of men who were not in shape, but
were hiding their true condition because of their zeal to play.
Review of Previous Related Studies
Dr. Armand Gamboa, a practicing physician in the city of Boston, Massa-
chusetts has been making a study since the winter of 1936-37 of the clinical
evaluation of grip strength as applied to the general practice of medicine.
In one report Dr, Gamboa cited eleven cases. The most interesting and
significant case was that labeled Case 2. The subject had a regular practice
of going on drunken "sprees" lasting froxm two weeks to a month. With the
consent of the man. Dr, Gamboa took advantage of this habit to me.ke a study.
^
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6The physician checked his grip strength before drinking. After the subject became
intoxicated, regular doses of whiskey were given in hopes of preventing del~
iriura tremens or other complications. Grip strength was checked daily, and for
a period of six days scores dropped steadily. Then apparently the man had
established a tolerance for drinking, and his scores remained fairly steady
for fourteen days. On the twenty-first day his grip strength dropped about
forty pounds in each hand. Three consulting physicians were called in, but
medical examinations revealed nothing. Forty-eight hours later lobar
penumonia set in. Again the period of grip strength remained steady for a
period, this time seven days. On the eighth day of the disease another marked
drop 7/as recorded. From this time on the drop was steady, and on the ninth day
he died.
In this study, as well as in other ten cases cited by T)r. Gamboa
in this article, a decline in grip strength preceded all other signs of a change
in condition.
In a report of further studies Dr. Gamboa divided the cases into the
various specialty groups; obstetrical, orthopedic, endocrine, venereal,
skin, cardio pulmonary, and gynecological. The study ?/as made from the
viewpoint of a general practitioner. As a general conclusion from
his three months of study Dr. Gamboa believes it is quite likely that a
manuometer will soon be recognised as a most valuable part of the physician’s
diagnostic equipment. The most important of all findings in this study was
th£.t grip strength can discover altered physiology in the human body before
any definite symptoms or clinical findings manifest thejoselves.
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7Mr, Raleigh Glynn, a student at Boston University, made an experiment to
test the effects of smoking upon grip strength and its relation to the effects
upon blood pressure. Using hLmself as the subject, he established normal
curves for grip strength, sistolic blood pressure, and diastollic blood
pressure by taking tests and noting scores every minute. Then, smoking
cigarettes constantly, he repeated the tests over twenty minute periods and
established curves for each of the three during the smoking periods. Sistollic
blood pressure dropped slowly until after the seventeenth test, when it took
a rapid drop. Diastollic varied until alter the sixteenth test, when it
took a sudden drop. Grip strength showed a marked drop after the second test.
Mr. W. M. Iferling, track coach at Boston University, studied the effect
on grip strength of drinking a highball. Ifter drin'clng the liquor he tested
himself every' five minutes. During the first fifteen minutes his grip
strength rose ten
-xiints, then from that high point dropped twenty-one
points in the next fifteen minutes. The temporaty- stimulation of the muscles
was evidentli^ paid for dearly in the reaction.
Dr. Guy M. Whipple in his publication, MMlAh MENTAL AND PHYSICiiL TESTS.
recommends grip strength tests as an index of general bodily strength, as an
index of right handedness, as an index of endurance or fatigue, as a test
to be used in combination with other strength tests, or for other comparative
purposes. Dr. Whipple, however, does not mention any definite uses for the
test
^Guy M. Whipple, MANUAL OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL TESTS, Baltimore*Warwick and York, Inc., 1924 .
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8Ralph N. Blakeiaan, Perry S. Jackson, and ^r. Frederick Rand Rogers con-
ducted some experLments in grip strength testing relating to diurnal changes
and fatigue effects; and reported them in a pamphlet^ entitled FURTHFR
ADVENTURJiS WITH GRIP STREl^GTH TESTS
. “Khile the authors freely admit in the
paraphlet that their experiments v/ere not carried far enough to v/arrant
their drawing definite conclusions, they do raise many very interesting
questions to stimulate further research in these directions.
Method of Procedure and Sources of Data.
For purposes of this study data was secured from nine different sources.
A varsity football squad of twenty-two men vms studied for a period of seven
weeks; a varsity basketball squad of fourteen men, eight weeks; varsity
Y/restling squad of twenty-three men, ten weeks; a dormitory group of thirty-four
students, ten weeks; a group of five students doing part time y;ork in the
college heating plant, four weeks; a group of eight students doing part
tiiae v/ork in the college cafeteria, ten weeks; and a rooming house group
of ten, twelve weeks. In addition three men, interested in the study,
used theroselves as subjects for varying periods to gather data as evidence
of diurnal changes. The number of subjects totals one hundred forty. Of
these groups the varsity wrestling squad, the rooiiiing house group, janitors,
and cafeteria y/orkers v/ere studied under the most closely controlled conditions,
and furnish the most significant datr for individual changes.
^Ralph N. Blakeman, Perry S, Jackson, and Frederick Rand Rogers, FARTHER
ADVENTURES WIT^' CRIP STREITGT'^ TESTS: Newton, Llass.: The Pleiades Co., 1936
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oIn the football and basketball sqixads, men were carefull7 weighed and
tested for right and left grip strength before and after each practice.
Individual graphs v/ere kept and an attempt made to account for all noticeable
deviations. Ho7;ever, with a large number of men reporting at the same
time, in a hurry to get to practice and in a hurry to get to supper after
practice, it became impossible to keep accurate health logs. Under these
conditions the data secured from these sources are more valuable as a study
of the general effects of exercise than as a study of causes of individual
changes
.
The wrestling squad was subject to very careful study from .January 3
to I.ferch 12
,
1933. The type of practice 7/ork for this sport did not necessitate
the entire group practicing together, so that the men were coming and going
over a period of two hours. This made possible unhurried testing, with an
opportunity to talk to each subject. Weight and grip strength testing was
carried on regularly before and after practices, at weighing in periods
before matches, and before and efter ma.tches. Health logs were kept, and any
factors which might affect physical fitness noted and dated.
With other student groups grip strength tests were recorded daily, and
deviations from a nonm^l average carefully probed for causes.
From questionaire and college records, a background of knowledge of
the subjects Y/as obtained. Weight, age, average amount of sleep, academic
program, extra-curricular program, work schedule, and exercise program were
I
included in the datf kept for each subject. Since the college from which the
data v/as obtained carries on a phy'sical fitness measurement program, it was
hoped also to compare changes in P.F.I. (Physical Fitness Index) and S.I.
(strength Index) scores with changes in grip strength and weight; hut since
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the regular testing periods for P.F.I. did not coincide with the testing
period of this research, it proved vei^ difficult to get the subjects et the
proper tiiaes, so that such e comparative studp was po.'^tponed for the present,
Manuometers, manufactured by the Narragansette Machine Company of
Providence Rhode Island, 7;ere used in this research, and instruments were
calibrated by the Research Department of the Armour Institute of Technology
in Chicago, and necessary adjustments iixede by the manufacturers just before
beginning the study. Each instruirient T/as stamped with s number so that they
could be distinguished, and the same in-strument was used throughout the test-
ing period of any particular group.
Testing was done by the writer, bj'- assistants, and by students in
physical education. Each tester was trained in the technique of administration
recommended by Dr, Frederick Rand Rogers^, and each stayed with the sa^me
group tliroughout a testing period, so there would be no devietions due to
a possible slight difference in technique. Records were kept carefully and
obser\’’ed regularly to keep the danger of error to e minimum.
Statement of Organization into Chapters
Following the introduction two chapters will be devoted to a report
of the findings in a study of the wrestling squad, the first dealir,g with
the phy'^sical effects from participation in matches and in different types
of prectices, and the second dealing with the effects coming from factors
l associated with intercollegiate matches. Chapter IV presents a stud^ of
varsity football and bcisketball squads to show the general results of daily
^Frederick Pand Rogers, Plf/SICAL Cl CITY T7STF .
and Co., 1931.
New York: A. S. Parnes
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practice in sports. Then folloics a chapter which contributes evidences
of diurnal changes in grip strength, and suggests when they are most apt to
occur. Chapter VI reports studies of four groups of college men in which
causes of changes in grip strength were probed. A summary chapter integrates
findings and suggests uses for the grip strength test by athletic coaches.
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GENERAL EFFECTS OF LIATCHES AND PRACTICES ON THE WEIGHT AND GRIP
STRENGTH OF VARSITY WRESTLERS
Beginning the day after Christmas vacation, January 3 , and last-
ing through to the end of the season, March 12, grip strength and
weight scores were recorded before and after each practice and match.
From information gained through careful observation and from conver-
sation with the men, any changes in the daily routine or conditions
which might affect them physically were noted and recorded.
The squad was interested in the study and co-operated very well
in giving their best efforts while gripping the raanuometer and in
reporting activities and conditions which might be factors in the
study. Curiosity and an instinctive desire of men to do well in a
test, particularly involving strength, stimulated them in the early
part of the testing period. As the season went along, through their
own personal observation they gained confidence in the validity of grip
strength as a measure of physical fitness, and they became eager to
know their scores. In a questionnaire, given each subject at the close of
the testing period, the final question asked was "What conclusions, if
any, have you drawn in your own mine to explain increases or decreases
in your norraal (or average) grip strength scores?” The large majority
answered that colds, amount of sleep, and amount of exercise were factors.
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The study of this group was made under carefTally controlled conditions,
and reveals ho® very sensitive grip strength is to changes in physical
condition, especially if we compare it to weight as a measure of the same.
h
Of the twenty-three subjects included in this part of the study a
division is made which classifies regular participants as those who
were in over half of the forty-two practices and matches,and irregular
participants as those who were in less than half of the practices and
matches. The former group includes nine and the latter, fourteen.
Reasons for lack of x>articipation varied. Inability to win a place
on the team, injury, sickness, or lack of time prevented participation in
matches. Lack of time, lack of enthusiasm, injury, and sickness kept
men from practices. For purposes of this study it seemed best to make this
division since the men who participated regularly, because of the greater
regularity of their exercise, were apparently in better physical condition
and in every case showed different results from the group who participa-
ted irregularly. Several contrasts between the two groups are shovm
which add weight to the significance of the study.
For purposes of analysis, before participation each time, a man
was rated as normal or below normal. Below normal means that the subject
was apparently below his normal physical condition due to lack of sleep,
a cold, or some minor illness j and yet not seriously enough below par to
^
warrant barring him from practice. Participation was subdivided into four
types r light practice, medium practice, hard practice, and intercollegiate
matches. Light practice means running and the practice of holds v/ithout
,bello'. j/i-
.
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uany strenuous iffork. A medium workout would involve the usual "day’s order"
of running, practicing of holds, and y/restling a few minutes with another
squad member. A hard practice means either a tryout match for a place on
^ the team with another sq\iad member in the same weight division, or a heavy
program of wrestling in practice.
The Effects of Medium (Normal) Practices
Table I on pages fifteen and sixteen gives a summary of scores of
the nine regular participants in normal condition before and after medium
practices. As revealed by this table, five of the men showed a slight
gain in right grip strength and four showed slight losses. Tt;o of the same
four who lost slightly in right grip strength also showed a slight loss in
left grip. The other seven showed a slight gain. Each man showed a slight
loss in weight. The average changes in the group as a whole show a loss
of .21 pounds in right grip, a gain of .30 pounds in left grip and a loss
of 1.82 pounds in body weight. This would indicate that despite the sweating
off of nearly two pounds per man the physical condition of each man as
measured by grip strength was approximately the same immediately after
practice as it was just before.
As a contrast to this. Table II, on page seventeen and eighteen, gives
a summary of scores of the fourteen irregular participants in normal con-
dition before and after medium practices. As revealed by this table, three
I of the fourteen showed a slight gain, one remained the same, and ten showed
losses in right grip. Eleven showed losses and three slight gains in left
grip. All fourteen showed losses in body weight. This group has an average
loss of 5.54 pounds in right grip, 2.96 in left grip,and 1.10 pounds in
I'Jt/str tiiJ tivXovJii: Mjcv. Jt/o>''xo?r A .>''xo;; \ft i
•i.' i J'C i.
.
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boc^ weight. It should be noted that exceptions to the general results for
this group are all v/ith men who participated in a very small number of
practices. It is quite evident, however, that the general rule for this
group, whose averages in grip strength were normally lower than the regular
participants before practices, lost noticeably in grip strength, whereas the
regular pa.rticipants remained approximately the same.
Attention should be drawn to the changes in weight. In each of the
twenty-three cases loss in weight was noticeable, averaging in most cases
approximately two pounds. The average difference between the two groups
is only ,72 pounds, with the regular participants showing the larger loss.
The statistics included in Tables I and II were gathered when sub-
jects were normally well as far as a subjective examination could reveal
condition. Subjects, in their own opinions, were physically fit. Each
5
then participated in a normal practice. Even yet, a subjective examina-
tion could not distinguish the more fit from the less fit. It would be
logical to assume that the nine, who were regular in daily practice
should be better conditioned to withstand the effects of fatigue, and yet
weight changes showed that the regulars lost slightly more than the
irregulars. One could hardly conclude that this greater weight loss was
a sign of less physical fitness. A more reasonable conclusion would be
that weight loss was due to perspiration, and that the more fit worked
harder, and thus lost more water. However, changes in grip strength
apparently tell the story. The regulars, in superior condition, withstand
the effects of fatigue and retained approximately their noriaal grip strength
during practice, while the irregulars, weakened by the effects of fatigue,
lost noticeably in grip strength.
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The Effects of Matches
Table III on pages 21 and 22 gives a summary of scores of the regular
participants before and after intercollegiate matches. Normal condition
before matches can be assumed, since no man was allowed to enter such a
match unless he was in a norimUj’- healthful condition. In analyzing this
table it is rather striking to note that the right grip average before
matches is nearly four points higher than the right grip average of the
same group when in normal condition before a normal practice. Likewise the
left grip is over three and a half pounds above the average. The only
way to account for this is that the ^keying up” of the emotions, which
precedes an intercollegiate contest, stimulates grip strength.
The weight before matches is .57 pounds below the normal average.
This is accounted for by the fact that several of the men deliberately took
off weight before each match in order to keep within the limits of their
weight divisions. According to rule, the men were weighed in five hours
before each match, which enabled them to regain some of the weight before
match time; but there was still a squad average of slightly over one-half
a pound per man below normal.
It is significant to note the effects upon grip strength of inter-
collegiate matches as compared with the effects of medium practices. In
the latter we find a group average loss of .21 in right grip and a gain of
,30 in left grip; whereas in the former we find a loss of 8.87 in right
grip and a loss of 8.92 in left grip. Every one of the nine men lost both
right and left grip strength in match competition. It is difficult to be
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sure just how much of this loss is due to fatigue and how much to an emotional
”let down”; but since the scores after matches are 5.09 and 5.48 pounds below
normal averages, and 4*88 and 5.78 pounds below after normal practice
averages, it would seem certain that considerable of the loss was due to
fatigue from the mental and physical strain of competitive matches.
It is again significant to notice weight changes. The average loss in
weight during matches was 1.39 pounds as compared with 1.82 in normal
/
practices. Again loss in weight seems to be indicative of nothing except
loss of viater. Even though match competition is more strenuous while it
lasts, the loss in weight was less than during norraal practices, probably
because practices lasted longer and caused the men to sweat more. Further-
more, men were partially dried out by making weight before matches, and
it is logical that they should lose less by s?/eating during the match.
Table IV on pages twenty-four and twenty-five is a summary of scores
of irregular participants before and after intercollegiate matches. The
results in this table are not as significant as those in Table III, since
nine of the fourteen in this group participated in a total of only sixteen
matches as compared with the total of sixty-eight matches of the regular group.
Four in this group particifjated in only one match and four participated
in only two matches. Average losses in grip strength during matches exceeded
the losses during normal practices by 1.84 in right grip and 5.04 in left
grip. One would expect this group to have greater losses during matches than
^
the regular group, but such is not the case. The right grip loss of this
group is 7.38 as compared with the average of 8.87 of the other group, and the
left grip loss is 8.00 as compared y/ith 8.92 of the group which we are assum-
ing to be better conditioned. However, another factor must be considered.
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Eleven of these sixteen matches terminated on falls within the regulation
time, and the average wrestling time per match of this group was 6,14
minutes as compared with the average wrestling time of 7.08 minutes of
the regular group. It seems reasonable to conclude that if the average
wrestling time of the irregular group had equaled the average wrestling tLme
of the regular group the average loss in grip strength during matches
would have been greater.
A comparison of changes in weight shows that the average loss in
weight during matches (.87) is less than the average loss in weight during
normal practices (l.lO), probably due to the shorter wrestling time of
matches as compared with practices. Note that though the loss in weight
is less, the loss in grip strength is greater. The greater loss in grip
strength is again due to loss in bodily vigor as a result of fatigue from
the emotional, mental and physical strain of match competition even
though it is brief in point of time.
Effects of Hard Practices
Table V on the follo?/ing pagos shows a summary of scores of the
regular participants in normal condition after hard practices. Here the
average losses in grip strength exceed the losses of this group in ary
other type of practice. It is quite significant that the loss in weight
is less and the loss in grip strength is more in a hard workout than in
a medium practice. It is important that the difference in classification
between a hard and a medium practice is due more to intensity rather
than to length of time. One might easily sweat off more weight in a
longer and less strenuous exercise x>©i*iod, but fatigue would be greater
in a shorter but more intense period of wrestling.
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The loss in grip strength is not as great in hard practices as in
intercollegiate matches. The before-practice level is loiser, probably due
to the lesser emotional factor, and consequently this -would lessen the
degree of change, even though the pdiysical exercise might be as great or
even greater.
The comparatively small number of cases in this class lessens the
value of this particular table.
Table VI on pages 30 and 31 gives a summary of scores of the irregular
participants in normal condition, before and after hard practices. Here
we find a decided loss in right and left grip and a slightly higher loss
in weight than in the other types of practice. Undoubtedly these men
suffer decided fatigue effects from these strenuous practices, and grip
strength tests are sensitive to these changes.
Effects of Medium Practices on Men Be lot' Normal Condition
Tabel VII on pages 32 and 33 gives a summary of the scores of the
regular participants, belov; normal in physical condition, before and after
taking a normal workout. A most significant comparison is that the group
in a below-normal condition lost 5.92 and 6.20 pounds in grip strength
during a normal y;orkoutj while the same group in normal physical condition
taking the same kind of a workout lost but .21 in right grip and gained
,30 in left grip.
Again weight showed up as a negative factor in diagnosing changes in
fitness of the men. Average weights of the men involved v/ere practically
the same both before and after these practices as they were before and after
practices -when the men reported theniselves to be in normal physical condition
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Table VIII on pages 35 and 36 gives a summary of scores of the irregular
participants, belo\7 normal in physical condition, before and after a nor-
mal practice. General grip strength loss is slightly greater with this
group than with the regular group under the same conditions. General loss
in grip strength is also greater with this group during a normal practice,
while below normal in condition, than with’ the same group during the same
type of practice while in normal physical condition, l^eight loss with
this group is slightly less than with the regular group under the same
conditions. Weight loss is also slightly less with this group, while below
normal in condition, than is their loss in the same type of practice while
in normal condition.
Effect s of Light Prr.p+.-:/"p<?
Days before matches and days rfter matches regula.r team members would
take what they termed light practices. However, as the season wore on, it
became rather common to omit practice entirely the day before matches. Then,
since many matches r/ere held on Saturday evenings, the squad would not assemble
again until Monday afternoon. This made it difficult to secure as ma.ny
cases as desired to study the effects of light practices.
However, Table IX on pa.ges 37 and 3^ is a summarj^ which gives the type
of results we could reasonably expect. Small gains in grip strength were
made, indicating that a man in normal condition, properly conditioned for
athletic participation, is stimulated to greater bodily vigor by light
practices
.
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The weight loss was less tlian the loss during a normal practice,
and we would expect this, too, since without actual wrestling there would
in all probability be less sweating.
It did not seem possible to gather data on the irregular partici-
pants for light ijractices. This 7/as largely due to their small degree of
participation in matches, which obvialed the necessity of conserving
energies in practice sessions.
An attempt was made to gather data on the effects of hard practices
on men below normal in condition. However, since men in this condition
did not feel like taking a hard workout, and since they were not encouraged
to do so, only t¥/o such cases were recorded; One ra8.n while feeling below’
par due to lack of sleep, and who on two different occasions participated
in hard workouts. The average loss in his case in right grip was 18 pounds,
and in left grip 15.5 pounds and in weight one pound. Considering the
general trend of results as indicated in tables I — IX it is quite likely
that further studies in this type of case v/ill yield results comparable
to the ones found in these two cases.
Case Studies of Wrestlers
Sub.iect Be (Chart I on pages 40 41) • This subject was twenty
years of age, a natural left hander and was in his third year on the squad.
He was the most successful wrestler on the team, finishing the season
without the loss of a match. He is a natural athlete, with a strong body,
good co-ordination, and even temperament. He carried a noraml academic
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His weight at the heginning of the testing period was I69 and his average
for the entire season ?/as 168,23. For rnetches he trained down in weight
to wrestle in the I65 pound division, but ^t no time did he go below I63
and at no time higher than 171. Only once during the course of the
season did he report himself to be below normal condition prior to
practice and that was merely a tired feeling the day following a match.
About the last three weeks of the season he complained of being unable to
sleep well. This was probably due to nervousness because of his unbeaten
record and an intense desire to finish with a ’’clean slate”. The coach
at least partially compensated for this nervousness by lightening up on
his training program, which doubtless prevented a pronounced decline in
physical powers. However, his grip strength scores, which had started at
one forty-five right and one sixty left and risen steadily to midseason
peaks of one sixty-eight right and one seventy -five left, tended to decline
the latter part of the season until before the final matches he averaged
one fifty-six right and one fifty-nine left. His averages for the entire
year were 155.16 right and I65 .I6 left.
Sub.iect F (Chart II on pages 43 snd 44) This subject was 22 years
of age, a right hander, fourth year on the squad. He is not a natural
athlete, but achieves considerable success through sheer will power and
a dogged determination to succeed. He is very active in extra-curricular
activities, and is an honor student as well. He does not get too much
sleep, averaging about six hours per night. The first three weeks of
the season he was especially back on sleep and his very high losses in
grip strength give a very clear picture of his lack of power to resist fatigue.
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While this condition was noted in grip strength deviations, the y;eight
graph follows along a norma.l pattern. Throughout the season loss of grip
strength during matches was very great, indicating that the very strenuous
program of study and activities v/as taking its toll on a lessened physical
reserve. Following these matches subject F would appear exhausted, for
will power and intelligence more than strength carried him through the
matches. Mter the sixth vyeek, due to a combination of a slight injury,
and indications of general "staleness” coming on, v/hich was noted in
declining grip strength earlier than by ary other signs, the coach greatly
lightened up on F’s program for nearly three weeks. During that time he
did not v/restle any matches, and many days he did not work out at all.
This change in program made it possible for the man to wrestle the final
tv/o matches of the season, though his losses in grip strength on the last match
was very la.rge. These changing conditions were readily noted by following
the grip strength graphs, but v/eight did not seem sensitive enough to
discern them at all.
Subject Sh (Chart III on page 4^) This subject was twenty-two
years of age, a right hander, second year on the squad. He is a quick, Yilry
little fellow, who is ver^' strong, P.F.I. 166. His weight ?/as 115 on the
first and last days of practice and ranged between 113 and 113. He wrestled
in the 118 pound class, so never had to reduce to make v/eight. Through
the first six weeks he was a very successful wrestler. About the seventh
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He seemed to lose his speed and aggressiveness and consequently did not
do as well in match competition. He began to complain of being overtired,
and a cold came on. He stayed away from practice for a week to get rid
\ of the cold, and when he returned his grip strength was still low and
decreased tremendously during a workout. He was then beaten in a tryout
match for his place on the team and did not wrestle a^y more varsity matches*
Subject Bu (Charts on page 48) This subject is twenty-four years
of age, a natural right hander, second year on the squad. He is a big,
strong athletic type of fellow, with fair co-ordination and unusually
serious about anything he does. He v;as a 'willing worker, with a tendency
to work too hard. He took a normal academic program and worked twenty-
five to thirty hours a week in the college cafeteria as a dish washer.
Looking over his graph, one notes that during the first week, though his
grip scores were up well before practice, they took some tremendous falls
after practices and matches. At that time Ed had a cold which evidently did
not affect his vigor much until strenuous exercise broke down his resistance
to fatigue. On January" 20th Bu made a surprisingly high score with his left
grip. Repetition of the test produced the same results. Upon being
questioned the subject said he had recovered from the cold, tliat he had
taken a light workout, and was feeling more fit than he had for some tiine.
During the sixth week he began to lose in grip strength again, and moved
by that warning he began to take easier workouts, and his grip strength
rise was accompanied by better performances in his succeeding matches.
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other case studies could be reported, but the above four are typical
of the results noted, V.Tienever grip strength started to decline or to
show great losses follov/ing exercise, despite the fact that T/eight losses
Tcrere negligible, men soon lost their speed and aggressiveness, v/hich
v.as usually restored by a short rest. There is little doubt but that these
men were in the early stages of strleness, that if heav^ ..ork had continued
a weight decline would have followed] but because of the gri^j strength
indications most of the men v;ere treated in time to retain s good condition.
gummaiy of 'Effects of MatC’',es and Different "^:,~.;es of Practice
Table X on page 51 gives a composite picture of the relative changes
of the two groups which take place during matches and during the different
types of practices.
Chcart on page 50 pictures the same changes in a different way. Since
there is a general mle that a man normally grips one pound for each pound
of body weight, and since left grip is normally not over five per cent less;
it seems fair to put all three on the same chart for comparative purposes.
In general, with men participe.ting regularly, grip strength is stim-
uLated during a light practice, remains ap^.roximately the same during a medium
practice, decreases with a hard practice, and decreases still more during an
intercollegiate match. The same group, on days when physiological disturbances
are evident, lose grip strength noticeably during a medium practice, though
they do not lose in grip strength with the same type of practice while
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With men participating irregularly there is a noticeable loss in grip
strength during a medium practice. The loss is greater during hard practices.
Though the loss during matches is not as great as during hard practices, the
relatively short average duration of matches for this group, 6,14 minutes,
accounts for this lower degree of loss. The same group, on days when they
reported in physical condition below -lar, showed a greater loss during
a medium practice than the regular participants during the same type of
practice.
Weight deviations were fairly constant during the different types of
conditions, and showed no relationship to fatigue factors.
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The Effects of Intercollegiate Match Factors on Grip Strength
and Weight
Several factors associated vrith intercollegiate matches would not be
evident to any great degree in the ordinary practice periods.
One of the most important of these is an emotiona.1 ”keying-up process",
which competition naturally stimulates. Crov;ds, publicity, and av/ards,
traditionally associated with college athletics, add further to this stimulus.
Some coaches play upon this factor to secure immediate results in the form of
wins, while others believe that over a period of time this method not only
loses its effectiveness, but that energy spent under such condition cannot be
easily reclaimed, and that health, so essential to success in life, should be
conserved in school boys rather than dissipated. Coleman R. Griffith, associate
Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of Illinois, has for
several years been making special studies of psychological problems in the field
of athletics; and he has much to say about the evils of Keying up the emotions
of boys in athletics.^ The coach of the varestling squad used as subjects in
this study v/as of the latter type so that the emotional factor would not be
as great on this squad as it might be in some groups. However, winning wrest-
ling teams were a tradition in the school and large crowds attended the matches,
so that the men were competing under pressure. Awards were given, but on a
modest basis compared with the general practice in college ranks of today.
Another factor would be the v/eight changes accompanying match competi-
tion. Intercollegiate vrrestling is organized on a weight classification basis.
It is common practice for a man a few pounds over the maximum limits of a
1
Coleman R. Griffith, The Psychology;- of Coaching . Ne’.v York: Chas. Scribner’s
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weight division to train dovm for the lovver division rather than wrestle in a
higher division, \7ithin five hours of a match a man must make weight. Between
the weighing in period and match time he is allowed to take on as much weight
as he desires or is able to. In the groups included in this study, five of
the nine regular* and five of the fourteen irregular participants normally
weighed over the limits of the division in which they usually vnrestled. Weight
was taken off by careful diet, drinking less liquid the last twenty-four hours
before a match, and T:^ sv/eating. Immediately a.fter weighing in, five hours
before a match, each man was given a steak dinner, which was his last meal
before the match. Some of the men took off weight gradually, ?;hile others
depended upon the last twenty-four hours to eliminate any surplus.
For purposes of comparison individual and group averages are compiled
for right and left grip strength and for weight just prior to last practice
before a matchj scores recorded at the weighing in period; just before the
match; just after the match; and just prior to the next practice af^er the
match. Group and individual deviations are noted from the normal averages
of each of these, lliile the principle is recognized that a normal average
does not represent an ideal, it makes a convenient and understandable norm.
Ideally the first column should shov/ scores the day before the match in
each of these cases. However, sometimes the squad or some individuals took a
complete rest on that day, in which cases scores were taken from the preceding
day's record. Also it would have been w^ell to have columns of scores from the
first day and from the second day after a match in order to have recorded more
accurately the tirie needed to recover normal grip strength in each case. How-
ever, several of the matches were held on Saturday evening, in which case the
squad did not meet for practice until Monday. Further it was not unusual
following a hard match for men to take a day or even two days layoff in order
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to fully recover powers, or to prevent "staleness”. Evidence indicates
that this was a worthwhile policy.
Chart VI on the following page graphically pictures weight and grip
strength average changes of the group of nine regular participants as influenc-
ed by match conditions. The first point indicates the normal; the second, just
prior to the last practice before a match; the third, the weighing-in period;
the fourth, just before the match; the fifth, just after the match; and the
sixth, just prior to the next practice after the match. As noted on the chart,
the lead pencil represents weight; the red line, right grip; and the blue line,
left grip.
A study of this chart will show that right and left grip strength follows
an almost identical pattern. Starting from a normal average, there is a slight
rise in the averages of scores taken preceding the last practices before matches.
This is probably due to a more careful observance of training rules pertaining
to diet and sleep as the time of a match drawa near. The averages of the scores
taken at the time of weighing in, five hours before the match, show a slight de-
cline, though they are so small as to be relatively insignificant. This might
be due to the effort to take off the last bit of excess weight. The next
point, just before matches, takes grip strength averages to the peak, a relatively
large increase. Probably the steak dinners helped some but this climb within a
apace of five hours is, in all probability, due mostly to a "keying" up of the
emotions. From these high peaks reached just before the raatehes, grip strength
averages take a plunge to the low points just after the matches. Real fatigue from
the mental and physical strain of match competition together with an emotional
letdovipTi seem to reasonably account for this cliange. Then comes another rise to
the point representing the averages of scores taken just before the first
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practice follO’v\dng matches. In the right grip, the rise is moderately high;
in the left grip it is very high. Since vie are dealing v/ith well conditioned
athletes, a return to normsi should be expected, but it is surprising to see
that rise in the t?/o days following competition. The only plausible explanation
is that the coach's policy of permitting the men a good rest before resuming
practice paid good dividends in bringing them to a high degree of physical
efficiency.
Looking at the weight line, one can see a slight drop from the normal
average to the point representing average weight scores the last practice
preceding a match. This is due to the practice of most of the men of taking
off weight gradually rather than waiting until the last twenty-four hours. It
will be noted that during this declind in weight there is a comparative rise
in grip strength averages, indicating that a loss in weight, up to a certain
point at least, does not indicate a loss in physical vigor. At the next point,
weighing in period, the slight decline in weight corresponds to the slight losses
in grip strength, adding evidence to the suggestion tliat the effort of losing
the last pounds is accompanied by a loss in physical vigor. An analysis of
individual tables shown later further substantiates this. An average rise of
four-tenths of a pound in the next five hours can be attributed to the meal.
Logically the line falls to a lov/ point as weight is sweat off d\iring the match.
Resumption of normal eating and living ha,bits brings the weight average practically
back to the normal before the next practice. The weight line does not accompany
the grip strength lines in their rise above normal.
Chart VII on the following page graphically pictures weight and grip
strength average changes of group of nine irregulars \/ho participated in a total
of sixteen matches. The comparatively small number of matches involved make
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of trends. Glancing first at the lead weight line, one can see that this group,
like the regular group, had taken off some weight prior to the last practice
before matches. At the same time, as with the regulars
,
grip strength went up,
right grip taking an even greater rise. This would add further evidence to
indicate that an increase in physical rigor may accoppany a loss of weight up
to a certain point. Following the lines to the weighing in period, one can
see that the irregula.rs took off a greater amount of weight during the last
twenty-four hours than the regulars, and the.t grip strength took a slightly
greater fall. During the five-ho-ur period before match time the weight lines
of the two groups correspond, but whereas the regulars talce a decided rise in
grip strength, the irregulars take a slight rise in right grip and a slight
decline in left grip. The only accounting for this seems to be that, despite
the emotional factor, these men are not conditioned to the point that they have
a physical reserve which they can call upon when desired. The declines during
matches correspond fairly well, though with the regulars the loss is somewhat
greater, and with the left grip the decline of the irregulars is slightly
greater. In the "comeback" period, between the match and the next practice, one
finds quite a difference between charts I and II. The regulars raalce an almost
complete recovery of weight, but the irregulars average nearly two points short
of a return to normal. The rest period brings the right grip of the regulars
to an average of nearly three points above normal, but the irregulars, despite
some comeback, remain nearly four points belovf normal. The regulars have a
rise of nearly four points above normal in left grip, while the superior condi-
tion of the regulars, due to a greater regularity at practice, makes possible a
speedier recovery of powers, following a period of unusual fatigue. Tables II,
XII, and XIII on pages 60, 6l^ and xist individual changes in right grip, left
grip, and weight of the regular participants during the five testing periods
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Table XI
CraGES FROM A NORM OF RIGHT GRIP SCORES OF REGULAR PARTICIPANTS AS AFFECTED






















Be->!- 153.89 - .39
-f* 4.11 + 3.29 - 3.34 + 4.00
Bu 147.39 ;+ 4.05 + 3.47 -f 5.70 -11.30 4 1.61
E* 114.29 - 2.29 + 3.71 -h 8.71 - 4.29 4 2.81
psf 138.67
-f .83 - 5.67 + 5.93 - 7.07 42.33
He-- 110.86 + 1.64 f .84 4 1.64 - 5.06 + 1.94
Ha 143.07 + 1.73 - 4.77 - 1.67 - 6.27 4 1.22
Sc 143.57 + 1.23 - 1.07 + 3.83 - 6.37 - 2.87
Sh 122.25 + 5.25 + .75 4 5.32 - 3.25 + 4.04
p-;«- 111.24 - 1.64 - 4.40 4 1.46 - 4.14 ^4 .98
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-f .58 + 2.52 2.86 - 7.50 + 4.06
Bu 147-00 enen 3 . 00 + 3.14 -14.34 + . 53 ,,
E* 117.12 f 2.88 + 3,88 +12.88 - 9.12 - 3.12^
F-;^ 123.08 - 3.48 - 4.08 - 1.28
-14.08; + 4.25
He-:^ 101.73 - .63 + 1.67 + 2.47 - 3.38 + 2.77
Ha 143.07 - .27 - 3.07 + 4.43 - 7.57 +- 4.26
Sc 135.32 + 2.18 + 3.58 + 2.08 - .67 + 3.08
Sh : 116. 25 - 2.25
-1- 5.08 + 7.89 - 3.68 + 4.18
p-jf 105 . 80 + 1.70 £ - 4.70 + .50 - 1.70 + 2.20
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Be"- 169.00 - .13 - 4.00 - 2.14
- 3.55 - .67
Bu 174.44 - .11 - 1.80 - 2.08
- 3.61 + .23121.39 f .61 - 3.39 - 2.39 - 3.89
-f 3.61p-;'-
: 160.08 - 1.58 - 5.58 - 3.98
- 5.28 - ,08
He-"'- 129.27 - .37 - 2.57 - 1.67
- 2.87 - .27
Ha 199.51 + .49 - 2.21 - 2.21
- 2.41 - .94
Sc 183.16 - .06 — .66 - ,66
- 3.83 - .16
Sh 116.25 + .58 - 1.08 - 1.08
- 2.11 - .82
?-"<• 149.95 - 1.75 - 3.95 - 3.95
- 3.05 - .62
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most affected by intercollegiate match factors. The first column in each case
lists the subjects with stars for those who usually were obliged to take off
weight for matches. The next column gives normal averages, and then follow in
chronological order deviations from the normal average which are revealed by
testing prior to the last practice before a match; at the weighing in period,
just before the matches; just after the matches; and just prior to the next
practice after matches.
Beginning Tdth the deviations recorded prior to the last practice before
matches, a brief analysis v/ill be made of each column for each table.
In the column of scores recorded prior to the last practices before matches
there does not seem to be much of great significance. Of the five men who v/ere
obliged to take off weight for matches, four had already shown decreases,
as one showed a very slight decrease. Of the four men not obliged to take off
weight, two showed slight decreases and two slight increases. There seems to
be little, if any, correlation between changes in weight and changes in grip
strength as far as individuals are concerned.
At the weighing-in period all nine men were below normal weight. Five,
of course, had taken weight off deliberately, but the other four must have gone
down naturally as a result of a lighter diet preceding competitive matches.
Five of the nine increased in both right and left grip, vjhile one subject. Sc,
decreased in right and increased in left. Three subjects, F. Ha, and P,
aecreased in both right and left grip strength as well as in the weight. F was
obliged to take off more pounds than any other regular in order to make weight;
and P, with the exception of one match, when he wrestled in a higher v/eight
division, rated second in number of pounds to take off. Neither could eat
anything for a period of twenty-four hours before weighing in. Without doubt
©8A0 rfoj» cl fxacXoo oxfT . s'lo^orsl riDd-isai d^i^lgollooia^fd ^cf hditosTii?' ;^BCin
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ffi i?orio'J c»;{^ boa ^aoi^aiava I^'joon aevls niiuXoo ixon ariT .eorioJ’aa lol J-/^lgw
Tpf faoXfiavt#*! a-xa ifolrfer s?i>”xev/i iBBraon odf Koal uroI^Bivaifc •lab'io Jaoiaolcrtoirio
^bcjhtoq nJt sfiiffgicM* aifd da ;riodoi» a oiclatf eoJidoB^q deaX arid od nol'sc srciddad
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this lack of food weakened them. Sc, however, was not obliged to take off
weight, and there seems to be no known reason, as yet, for his loss in grip
strength.
Just before the matches there is a much greater degree of imiformity in
the group. Every man, though up in weight from the weighing-in period, was
still below normal. In right grip scores all are above normal except Ha, whose
left grip, hov^ever, brings his total grip strength average above normal. In
left grip scores F is the only exception, and his right grip likewise brings
the total average above normal. There seems to be no accounting for these two
exceptions
.
Just after the matches every man except P reached his lov/est point in both
right and left grips. P. though below normal in each, did not get back to his
low level, reached at the weighing in period, in right grip, left grip, nor
Tveight. Evidently the effort to get dovi/n to weight took more out of him than
one match itself. If this conclusion is true, he might well have been more
successful wrestling in a higher weight division. He did vn'estle one match in
the higher division and pinned his ni3.n quickly. It should be added here that
this subject was the most experienced wrestler on the team and just prior to
matches had the least total strength score above normal of any of the group,
Vifhich whuld indicate less effect from the emotional factor. Being less "keyed
up" emotionally before the match, it is not surprising that his drop after the
match was not as great as the others, T^vo other men, Be and F, did not quite
reach their lowest level in weight. Each had taken off considerable weight to
meet the requirements of their respective divisions, and each had regained over
a pound and a half before match time, so the fact that they did not sweat off
more than this in a few minutes of wrestling is not startling.
Scores taken the next practice after matches again show very few exceptions
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to the general trend. Table XI on the following page shov/s a return of all
subjects back above normal in right grip except subject Sc. However, his
left grip score makes up for this so that his total grip score average is slightly
above normal.
Table XII on the follov/ing page shov/s all subjects back above normal
except C. A recheck on the reasons for this revealed an injured left shoulder,
which would account for this deviation from the normal trend. Table XIII shows
that seven subjects were back nea.rlj'- to normal v/eight, Bu slightly over normal
v/eight, and E well over normal weight. The figures in this column woijild
indicate that all subjects in this group were well conditioned and had a rapid
recovery of physical pov;ers follovring excessive fatigue.
Tables XIV, XV, and XVI on pages 66,6?
,
and 68are similar to tables XI,
XII, and XIII, except that they give scores and deviations of the irregular
participants rather than the regulars.
A study of the columns of deviations noted prior to the last practices
before matches shows that four of the five men who v;ere obliged to take off
weight had begun to do so. The fifth man was just normal in weight. Grip
strength averages of this group of five show nine above normal and one just
normal. This adds further evidence to prove that loss in weight up to a certain
point contributes to physical vigor. Three of the other four men show a gain
inwei^t and one a loss. One of this group shows a gain in both grips, while
the rest show a gain in one and a loss in the other.
The next column shows a very little correlation between grip strength and
Y/eight changes. Several of these subjects participated in but one match, and
there is too little data to account for the deviations with any degree of
certainty.
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CIiA::GE3 FROi.1 A NORI.I OF RIGHT GRIP 300RE3 OF IRREGULAR PARTICIPi^^ITS AS AFFECTED























jects average •• practice >• weighed in •• before «• after practice after
• before •• five hours •• match : match match
.
t mat ch t before »i ••
t t t t :
t t : Y :
Ba : 95.00 ^ 5.00 : + 2.‘^0 : +T4.5G • + 1.00^ - 5.00
0 I 1?6.55 -16.55 ; +1.5^ 1 - 6.55 •• -17.55t - .55
D : 120.00 + 5.00 * even t + 2.50 t -16.50* - 2.00
La* ; 125.00 +11.00 t + 5.00 t + 6.00 : + 4.00: + 6.50
LI : 155.78 + 4.22 ; -11.78 * -15.78 t - 7.78: + 2.22
11* : 106.58 + 4.62 t - 5.88 t 1 1.22 t - 5 .58 : - 5.78
R* t 108.00 f 2.00 t no scores t +22.00 t + 2.00: + 4.00
flchn* » 155*55 f 2.67 * - 7.55 * - 5.85 t - 5*55» - 5.55
T* t 140.00 +AO.OO 1 +20.00 1 +10.00 t even : even




























Ba 114.50 - 4.50 - 4.50 - 5.50 - 7.00 -1- 4.50
C 1E7.00 1.00 - 6.00 - 8.00 - 11.00
-+ 2.00
D 106.25 + 8.25 flO.25 +11.75 - 8.25
-h 2.25
La* 121.25
-f 9.75 |.6.25 +12.75 h 5.25 - 1.25
LI 120.78 - 2.78 -10.78 - .78 - 4.78 - .78
IF* 130.00 4- 1.50 - 9.50 - 2.00 -11.75 - 6.20
R* 99.00 + 1.00 — - 1.00 + 1.00 - 5.00
Schn* 126.00
-h 6.50 - 2.50 - 5.50 - 8.50 - 4.00
T-;:- 140.00 even +10.00 even -20.00 even




CHAiTGES FROI.I A NORI^I OF WEIGHT SCORES OF IRREGULAR PARTICIPAI^TTS AS AFFECTED BY
INTERCOLLEGIATE I.IATCH FACTORS


































































- 1.75 : + .50
0 i 159,00 t -11,00 - 7.00 t — 7.50 X -10,00 X - 6.00
D •• 151.17 t + .55 - 5.67 : - 4.67 : - 5.17 * - 2,67
La* • 145,50 i - .50 - 7.00 j : — 5.00 : - 6.50 ! - 5.00
LI t 149.89 X + .11 + .11 •• - 5.59 t - 1.89 X + .11
M* •• 159.50 X - .50 - 4.50 •• — 1.20 X - 2.50 : - ,.'10
R* : 141.00 X even t — 2,00 : - 2.00 : - 1.00
Schn* t 125.67 X - .17 - 5.67 t - 1.92 ; - 1.67 : + 1.55
T* i 166.00 t - 6.00 i. -12.00 X - 8.00 X - 9.00 X even
Indicates men who took off weight to keep within limits of weight division.

Just before the matches the five men who were forced to take off weight
had partially, though not completely, recovered it; ^/iiile the other four were
lower in weight tlian they were five hours earlier. Each of the five made v/eight
with great difficulty, and after a starvation period, evidently relished their
food and quickly recovered some of the lost weight. The other four must have
been affected by nervousness or other factors which prevented them from enjoying
their food and eating v/ell. Subject Ba is an extremely nervous type the day of
the match. Subject C participated in but one match, an out-of-tovm match
requiring an early start and a round trip travel by car of over three hundred
miles. Another factor was that it turned out to be a v/arm, muggy day, and the
scores of all men on that trip v/ere, with very few exceptions generally dovm.
Subject C went steadily dovm in grip strength and weight with each successive
test. Subject D is apparently a phlegmatic type, and there is no accounting
for his loss in weight during this period. However, he did increase in both right
and left grip strength. Subject LI lost in right grips and weight. He was
apparently nervous to the point where it sapped his vitality.
Just after the match there are very few exceptions to the downward trend.
All men lost weight during the match. Subject La, though losing in both grips,
was still above his ovm normal in each. One of his tv/o matches terminated in a
fall in four minutes and twenty-eight seconds, and in the other match, both men
were on their feet much of the time, and there was little actual wrestling on
the mat. Careful observation throughout the season indicated clearly that
matches in viiich men went to the mat quiclcly and spent most of the time actually
vrrestiing, took much more vitality out of the men than matches in which there was
much sparring around, but little actual wrestling. Other deviations from the
general trend are so minor that they hardly nedd explanation.
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The most significant point in the last column is that men siho were
obliged to take off v/eight show a slower recovery of both grip strength and
weight, ^s Chart VII on pe.ge 58 also shov/s, the general recovery of weight and
grip strength is slower v;ith this group than with the regular participants,
indicating a generally poorer physical condition.
Summary of Effects of Intercollegiate Lletch Factors on Grip Strength
and y/eight
Loss of weight in well-conditioned athletes up to a certain point for
each individual is accompanied by a rise in grip strength, and therefore
probably by a rise in physical powers. The effort to reduce weight beyond this
point weakens the body and is reflected in a loss of grip strength. Food, which
helps to restore some weight, also helps bring back strength.
Before intercollegiate competition there is an emotional factor, which stimu-
lates grip strength to a high peak, which follov/ing a few minutes of wrestling
descends to a very low level. This decline is due at least partially to an emotion-
al let down, from a keyed up condition since a greater amount of wrestling in
a practice session does not result in as great a loss.
Even though suffering a great loss in grip strength during a match, a
well conditioned athlete will regain his normal powers within at least forty-
eight hours. Athletes not so regular in practice and thus not so well conditioned
recover powers more slowly.
Weight is not sensitive to a heightening powers due to emotional stimulus,
nor to fatigue from either an emotional let down or from a more strenuous match.
Changing weight over a short span of time is indicative of little except a loss
or intake of water
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CHAPTER IV
General Effects of Daily Practice of Athletics
Football
As has been previously stated, weight and grip strength records were
kept for the varsity football squad. Individual graphs were carefully kept,
but a check on daily activity habits was not kept closely enough to make
possible a careful analysis of these individual graphs.
ChartVIII on page 72 is a squad graph made up from ^-^eTa-ges of scores
taken from the indiviudal graphs and is included because a fe?/ general con-
clusions may be drawn.
It is a generally'- accepted theory that the average squad takes off
weight during the first few days of practice, then steadily gains weight for
a few weeks, and in the latter part of the season regains weight built up.
Weight lost early in the season is excess fat, and 7/eight taken on during
the season is muscle tissue. A squad which foUoT/s this general pattern
should be a well-conditioned squad. ChartVIII on the following page shows that
the varsity squad studied in this research did foUov/ this pattern, and thus
we might conclude that general fitness was reflected by the sqtiad-weight
graph. It is also ver^' significant that the grip-strength graphs also
followed this general pattern, though on certain days much greater deviations
were recorded. This would contribute evidence to the conclusion that while
changes in v/eight do indicate general changes in condition over a period
of time, changes in grip strength do likewise and are more sensitive to
minor changes.
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It is interesting to note that with very few exceptions the average
squad weight was consistently four or five pounds less after practice than
before; whereas grip strength changes fluctuated considerably, and in mary
instances scores were higher after practice than before. These latter
results were discussed with the men, and the general opinion was, that after
sitting in classes for most of the day, a moderate v/orkout in the brisk fall
air stimulated them more than it fatigued them. While sufficient data was not
collected to present sta.tistics, it was observed that on days of strenuous
scrimmages the fatigue factor was reflected in a decided loss of grip strength
during practice. It seems logical to assume that losses in weight during
a short period are due to loss of water, and do not necessarily reflect
changes in physical fitness, whereas grip strength is sensitive to a
stimulated condition and to fatigue,
Baskettell bguad
As has been previously stated, basketball men were tested for grip
strength and weight before and after practice sessions. Conditions made it
impossible to secure the same information on the evenings of regular games.
Also, no accurate health logs of individuals were kept, so that it is im-
possible to make a worthwhile analysis of individual scores
As with other athletic squads, v/eight losses were consistent, the squad's
average loss being 1.54 pounds. However, unlike the football squad, the
basketball squad showed a tendency toward a slight loss in grip strength
during practice, the squad average loss in right grip being 1.25 points and
the loss in left grip being .25 points.
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Summary of General i^ffects
From data obtained from the football squad, from the wrestling
squad as reported in Chapter II, and from individual case studies reported
in Chapter VI it seems evident that a college man in normal health is
stimulated physically by normal participation in many different branches of
athletics, and that a rise in grip strength reveals such an effect. At
first glance it ¥/ould seem that data obtained from the basketball squad is
counter evidence. Ho?;ever, one familiar with the game knows that, under
the 1937-38 code of rules, the game was materially speeded up by the elimina-
tion of the center jump, and that basketball, as it wa.s played last winter,
was unusually strenuous. One study^ found that the distance traveled by
a college basketball player in a game in 1938 ranged from 2.65 to 3.20 miles
as contrasted with a range of 2.25 to 2.50 miles per game in 1931, which was
before the inclusion of the ten second rule and the elimination of the center
jump. Another study^ gives evidence that weight loss is greater, pulse
recovery slower, and systolic blood pressure recovery slower in games played
under the new rules than in games played with the center jump included.
These findings would indicate that basketball, as it vm.s played last winter,
was a very strenuous ga.me, and v/ould help to account for the loss in grip
strength of college men during basketball practices. Had it been possible
to check scores before and after intercollegiate games, the losses in grip
strength would doubtless have been more pronounced.
^Fay, Paul J. and Messersmith, Lloyd L. "THE DISTANCE. TRAVERSED BY COLLEGE
AND HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL PLAYERS AND EFFECT OF RULE CH^JJGI^ UPON DISTANCE
TRAVERSED IN COLLEGE GAIyiES", Athletic Journal. XVIII, April, 1938
,
37-39 .
^Hein, Fred V. and Randall, A, J. "EFFECTS OF THE CENTER JUIvtP ELIMINATION",
Coach, Vii 1933) 16.
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CHAPTER V
Diurnal Changes in Grip Strength
Two subjects tested themselves hourly during waking hours; one for
a period of twenty days, and one for a period of eleven days. A third
subject started testing himself hourly, but after one day his hands became
sore, so he changed to testing every two hours, and kept this up for five
more days.
Chart IX on page 76 shows the average hourly scores of R.S.
.
who r/as
twenty-one years old and weighed one hundred sixty-five pounds. Scores
were taken over a period of tv/enty days in December. He averaged six and
one-half hours of sleep per night, carried sixteen academic hours, and
worked about twenty-five hours each week. After February 1 he played
varsity basketball, but this activity did not come within the range of this
testing period. His meal hours were 7:00, 12:00, and 6:30. The subject’s
low point of the day, as with the other two subjects, was the first hour
in the morning. Except for slight right grip declines at 9:00 and 10:00,
grip strength steadily rose to a morning peak at 11:00 o’clock. At 12:00
o’clock, just before dinner, there was a loss in both grips. After dinner
the right grip declined, but came back to the highest peak of the day at
3:00 P.M. After tliat hour, scores fluctuated until 9:00 o’clock. All
scores then steadily declined through 11:00 o’clock, when the subject
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On page 78 is a chart of average scores of W,G«
.
freight one hundred
ninety six pounds and age twenty-tv?o years. He is the varsity football
captain. During the testing period of eleven days in December he carried
fifteen academic hours, and T;orked daily fro.m 6:00 to 10:00 AJA in addi-
tion to averaging seventeen extra hours of -S7ork per reek. His meal hours
were 7:00, 1:30, and 6:30. Starting at the lowest point, this subject’s
right grip increased steadily to reach the high point of the day at 10:00
A.M, From then it fluctuated, reaching a high point of the afternoon at
3:00 o’clock. His high point of the evening for the right grip v/as at 7:00,
and low point at 10:00, the final testing time of the day. This fina.l
score was lo7/er than any other after 8:00 A.M. The left grip follov/ed the
same general pe.ttern, except that the high point of the day was reached at
12:00 M. instead of 10:00 A.M.; and the afternoon high point at 2:00
instead of 3:00. Evening changes corresponded very well, with the 10:00
score reaching the loy/est point since 8:00 A.M.
Subject H.P. was tv/enty-three years of age and v/eighed one hundred
fifty pounds. He is a former track captain, and is usually very active in
some form of sport; but during this testing period, March 1 to March 3,
was not taking any regular exercise. He carried a noriiial academic program
and did no outside ?/ork. He had enough sleep, eight hours or more a night,
but kexjt no regular time for going to bed or getting up. On page 79
is a chart on which his right-grip strength scores for the six days of
testing are shovra graphically. No attempt is made to draw an average
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curve, because testing hours varied, inaking the frequency of cases so few
that averages would not be very significant. First testing periods, which
carae shortly after arising, varied betv/een 8:00 and 11:30 A. M. Lunch was
eaten at 12:00, and dinner at 5tl5* Bed time ranged between 10:30 and 11:30,
On the sixth day the last test, taken at 7:30, brought a very low score due
to a sore hand, causing the subject to discontinue testing. In general the
first test in the morning revealed the low point of the day. An exception
v/as the 7:30 f.M, test on the sixth day, just mentioned, y/hen a sore hand
affected the grip. Ajiother exception ?/as the second day when the subject
took a nap after lunch, after v/hich his grip dropped tv;o points below his
8:30 score. Morning peaks were generally reached tv;o hours after arising,
and afternoon peaks from an hour and a half to two hours after lunch. This
subject v/as a compa.ratively late riser in the morning, and had a relatively
high grip score at the time of the last testing at night. On ixige 80 is a
chart on which his left-grip strength scores for the six days are shown
graphically. In general the daily patterns are quite similar to those of
the right grip. On the sixth day the right grip increased ten points
bet?/een 9:30 and 11:30, while the left grip decreased ten points; and on
the first day, peaks v/ere reached with the right grip at 2:30 end at 6:30,
while the left grip peak was reached at 10:30 A.M. We could find no plausible
explanations for these exceptions.
Summary
These studies contribute little to, but rather add evidence to
substantiate some of the findings reported in Further Adventures with
Gri.j Strenpth Tests mentioned in Chapter I. Certainly evidence is very
strong that one’s phj^sical pov/ers are at low ebb the first hour in the morning.
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Norroally, pov/ers seem to gather until they re^ch a high point late in the
morning, usually around 11:00 o'clock. This may be the peak of the day
as it was v;ith If , G .
.
viho because of his heavy v/ork load, forty-five hours
per week, T/ith four hours of it coming each morning, was not able during
the afternoon or evening, to reach his morning peak. Three o’clock in the
afternoon seems to be another coiamon peak x^eriod, which v/ith many people
would be the high point of the day. With very active students, another
iDeak, v/hich does not reach the high point of either morning or afternoon,
comes early in the evening, end as the hour for retiring approaches, grip
strength then steadily declines.
Educational ps^’-chologists believe that mental and ph^^sical efficiency
varies during the course of a day, and many of their findings support
the conclusions dravm from grip strength studies. Gardner Murphy", in
reporting studies with industrial workers writes
"The output of v;ork of both hand and brain workers draws ’steaming up*
during th morning, a high level about 11, a depression before lunch,
another spurt betv/een 2 and 3 o’clock, and again a big decline"^
Arthur I. Gates studied diurnal changes in efficiency with grade school
children as subjects. He writes
" efficiency is lowest in the first and highest in the last
morning period. A slight droxD follows the lunch period v/ith a subsequent
rise between tv/o and three o’clock. Other investigations have shown a
very similar distribution of efficiency for gross bodily functions, such
as shoveling and lifting."^
Gardner P-Turphy, GENEFIAL P'SYGHOLOGY. Nev; York and London: Harper & Brothers
Publishers, 1933, p. 513.
^Arthur I. Gates, PSYCHOLOGY FC)R STUDENTS OF EDUCATION. New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1930, pp. 470 and 471.
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A STUDY OF CAUSES ,'HICH INFLUENCE CHANGES IN STUDENTS OTHER THAN
VARSITY ATHLETES
A Dormitory Group
The dormitory group of thirty-four men was a heterogenious group,
with varying progre.nis in regard to curricular and extra-curricular programs,
activity, and rest.
Each evening for ten weeks this group v/as checked for right and left grip
strength; and deviations from nornml averages were investigated for causes.
Most common causes of slumps in grip strength were caused by colds, lack
of sleep, and an over-tired condition, due to strenuous exercise over worry,
over examination. Lack of sleep and an over-tired condition usually would
go to-gether, but the separate classification implies that scores in the
third group were affected by causes other than lack of sleep.
Though it is quite possible that every case of a cold, loss of sleep,
or overtired condition was not reported, during seventeen colds right-grip
scores averaged 7.3^ points, and left-grip scores 7.11 points below the
normal averages. On fourteen days, when an over-tired condition was reported,
right-grip scores averaged 9.04 points and left grip scores 4.35 points below
a normal average. On eighteen days, v/hich followed an unusual loss of sleep,
right-grip scores 7.17 points below the normal average. If the individuals
had undergone a period of strenuous exercise on the days of colds, or follow-
ing a loss of sleep, judging from the results of the wrestling group, there
would have been an even geater loss of grip strength.
IV
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CHART XIII
GRAPH SHOWING NUlffiER OF POINTS BELOW NORMAL
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Chart XIII on page 84 shears average group deviations beloiT normal,
caused by the factors that are discussed above.
A few typical cases of this group are briefly reported, and individual
graphs included.
Sub.iect C>D. A study of this subject^ graph is on pages 86 and 87
This shows a decided rise in right grip after the third test, due probably
to a better understanding of the technique of gripping the instrument.
For the better part of the next four Y/eeks his right grip ranged between
150 and 173 and his left grip climbed rather steadily to a high point of
140 after which it began fluctuating. The last five weeks the right
grip fluctuated some, but the trend vsas decidedly downward. This subject
was a member of the freshman football sqiiad, but from the middle of Novem-
ber to the middle of February he had no regular exercise program, and had
very little physical activity. Then he joined the basketball squad, and
tried to keep pace with men v/ho had been practicing steadily since the
beginning of November, as a result he was completely fatigued following
practice. This condition v/as reflected in the grip-strength changes. It
is highly probable that the activity was too strenuous for his physical
condition and that his general physical fitness was harmed more than it was
helped.
Sub.iect E.F. The graph of this subject on pages 89 and 90 shows decided
fluctuations throughout the testing period. This subject took no regular
exercise, and his sleep schedule was very irregular in that he was very
active in a radio club and frequently, stayed up late nights ?;orking with
radio experiments. The first fey/ days of the test he was just recuperating
from a succession of cold
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Subject E. . A study of this subject’s graph on pages 91 and 92 sho-&'S
that noticeable deviations from normal averages of 129.63 right and 118.11 left
took place between January 15 &nd January 31. From a right-grii- score of
130 on January 15 the line drops quite steadily to a low point of 111 on
Januaiy 25. From that point the line goes steadily back up to I30 on
January" 31. During this two-week period the left grip fluctuated pretty
much betvjeen 105 and 120 v/ith eight scores v;ell belo?/ normal and five scores
at or above normal. On Januaiy*- 23 the graph shows a jump to I40 in left
grip though the right grip was only 120. Since at no other time during the
ten weel-cs did the subject approach such a high left-grip score it is quite
possible that this was an error in reading or recording the score.
The first part of this two-week period when the subject’s right grip was
dropp>ing steadily, marked the period leading up to and including semester
examinations. During the period E. Fa. worried over examinations and stayed
up late nights studying. Evidently the subject’s fitness was low at this
time and was marked by a steady decline in right grip, and a fluctuation in
left grip, which was considerably below average the ma.jority of the time*
Subject C. S. The graph of this subject is on pages 93 -and 94. This sub-
ject v;as similar in temperament to E.Fa. and through worry and loss of sleep
suffered a loss in both right and left grip strength during the semester
examination period. From an average of 125.74, his right grip hung around
120 during the period, reached a lov/ point of 110. His left-grip average
was 123.06 and during the examination period ranged between 120 and 110,
with four scores reaching the lower level.
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Su~b.1ect D.N, His graph is on pages 96 and 97. This subject had a right
grip norinal average of I64 .S7 . On days of reported colds he had two right
grip scores of 150, one of 142, one of 157, one of I60
,
and one of I63 . His
left grip norraal average was 137.66. On the days of reported colds he
scored 120 twice, I30 three times, and I40 once. Colds noticeably affected
his grip strength.
Room.inp. House; Groun of Ten Men
This group was tested from November 18 through December 15, and
from January- 4 through the month of February'', approximately twelve weeks.
The tester in this case was one of the group, and he was able to keep a
careful check on conditions and factors which might cause physiological
disturbances
.
Daily grip-strength scores were taken and individual graphs
charted.
At the end of the period scores for each individual were separated
into four columns; those recorded on days when the subject was apparently
normal in health, those taken on days when there were evident symptoms of
a cold, those days which followed nights of less than normal sleep, and days
which came within the semester-examination period. Table XVII gives average
scores of each individual for each of these different classifications*
Table XVIII gives the number of points in which average scores of the latter
three classifications deviate above or below the average scores of normal
days.
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Chart of Roominr House Grou;:
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97.45 * 104 104
P r R 99.23 94.86 • 96.5 96.17
L
;
95.21 91 ' 86.5 92.86
;
C R 177.55 171.73 : 175.17
L 157.6 146.89 • 154.67
D R . 124.52 121.14 : 116.73 120.46
L Record on left inadequate for survey. Injured hand-fault.
•
• ^
E R ^ 126.62 n? 125.11 128.83
L 113.03 106.3 109.11 108.83
F R . 123.35 123.5 120.5 124.7!
L 129.32 122 126.5 128.14
G R 125.18 130.15 128 126.8
L 127.5 128. 6-7 127.85 123.8
;
F R 106.78 104.72 100. 7G 103.51
L 121.53 119.72 119.54 120.43
T R U5.21 133.6 142.6
-
L 129.44 ‘ 121.83 128
J R 123.6? 123.11 122.63



















: - 8.85 : - 4.93 - 5.58
S I' : 108.36 : - 10.91 r - 4.36 - 4.36
p
T R ! 99.23 • - 4.37
;
- 2.73 - 3.06 :
L : 95.21 - 4.21 ; - 3.7] - - 2.35 ;
•




L 15^.6 - 10. "9 ' - 2.93 ^
D R 124.52 - - 3.38 : - 7.79 - 4.06
:
I' ! Record on left inadeqiic.te for st:rvey due to injury?-.
E R 126.62 - 7.62 - 1.51 ’^2.21
L 113.08 - 6.58 - 3.97 - 4.25
F R 123.35 + .15 - 2.85 ' 1.36
L 129.32 - 7.32 - 2.82 - 1.18
G R 125.18 + 4.97 -h 2.82 4 .62
L
.
127.5 4- 1.17 4 .35 ^ - 3.7
H R 106.78 - 2.06 . - 6.00 - 3.27
L 121.53 - 1.81 . - 1.99 - 1.10
I R ; 145.21
'
- 6.61 ~ 2.61
L . 129.44 - 7.61 - 1.44
T R 123.69 - .58 - 1.06
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Looking at the deviations on days of colds, it can be seen that seven
subjects v/ere below normal strength in both hands; one, a natural left-hander,
was v/ell down in left grip, but ver^-^ slightly above normal in right grip;
one, a natural right-hander, was slightly down in right grip and slightly up
in left grip; while one v/as up in both hands. With respect to the latter, the
subject i7as also above normal on days that he reported a lack of sleep, and
there v/ill be a brief case study report of this subject later in this chapter.
In the column of averages on days follov;ing a loss of a normal amount of
with the single exception of Case G, already mentioned, noticeable losses
in both right and left grip are evident.
Scores in the fourth column indicate that the strain of examinations
has a ?/eakening affect upon grip. Seven subjects suffered a loss in both
right and left grip strength; t?;o, both natural right-handers, were above
normal in right grip but had a sufficient loss in left grip to bring the
average grip belov/ pa.r; while one, a natural left-hander, was below normal
in left grip but his increase in right grip was high enough to slightly
more than compensate for his left grip loss.
This group contributed strong evidence to the general rule that colds;
fatigue, due to lack of sleep; and fatigue, due to strain and worry, are
reflected in loss of grip strength. Exceptions to the general rule were
too few and too slight to destroy the effectiveness of the evidence.
A few case studies of individuals in this group are significant.
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Case G-—^This subject, mentioned previously, was the only case in the
group whose grip-strength was noticeable higher on days of colds or days
following lack of nor.nal amount of sleep. Such a case is, of course difficult
to account for, but the answer might be at least partly due to personality.
This subject carries no more than an average student schedule of activity
and is apparently in good health, but talks considerably about not feeling
well. *^5 a member of one of the athletic teams he irritated some of his
team ma.tes by frequent complaints of his poor condition before a contest.
It is quite possible that on the days he reported himself to be ill or behind
on sleep that it was a mental condition, and that he ?/as in reality phi’sically
sound.
Case E --This subject worked regularly from 5:30 to 7:00 / .I'.h, carried
a normal academic schedule, and a heav^' program of e;:tra.-curricular activities.
He was a regular participant in intra-mural athletics. His average sleep
schedule was four-and-one-half to six hours a night, and on some nights was
under that. One might expect him to lose more tha.n 1.51 points on days of
abnormal loss of sleep; but since his sleep schedule has been relatively
low for several years, be has evident!^' become accustomed to getting along
on less sleep than the average person gets.
Case H (Graph on pages 106-07 )—Though this subject followed the general
rules of changes in grip strength, special mention is made of his case
because of the comparative steadiness of his grip strength. This is illus-
trated in his individual graph, which is included in this report along with
the graphs for the other three special cases. This subject carried a normal
academic load, did no outside work, partici^^ated in few extra-curricular
erfi crl Jricf aaw fiartoidiw^,
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activities, end carried just the regular required Physical Education program
for his exercise. He slept seven hours a night regularly and follo7/ed a
regular daily routine. Except for a cold early in Janurr^^ he had no sickness.
As Villi he noted on the graph, his record shov;s a decline during the period
of the cold and a slight decline during the examination period; otherwise
his grip-strength scores remained remarkehly steady.
Case C (Graph on pages 109-10 ) This subject joined the varsity
basketball squad after the Christmas holidays. It will be noted that his
grip-strength remained steadier eJTter he took up basketball, though there
are four noticeable dips in this period caused by colds. During the period
that he was not exercising regularly his grip—strength fluctuated more,
doubtless because his body was not conditioned to throw off the effects of
factors which tend to lower his ply'sical fitness.
Part-Time Cafeteria Workers
This 778.S a group of eight men 7/ho v/ere working their v;ay through school.
Specifically, their work was peeling vegtables, which ?/as not lieav^^ v;ork
tut did take time. The work schedule of this group ranged from twenty -five
to fifty hours a week for each man, w'ith an average of thirty-eight-and-one-
ha If hours a week. Each of these men carried a normal load of academic work.
These men did not have much time for extra-curricular college activities;
though one did play varsity basketball, one sang in the glee club, and one
worked out with the varsity wrestling squad for a part of the period. Two of
the men took physical education class work, and two others followed a daily
program of calisthenics. One of the latter was stimulated to do this through
interest aroused by the grip-strength testing. Two of the men had no
exercise program at all.
SOI
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In contrast with man^^ of the i^.en in the dorr.dtory groups v/hose programs
of daily activity varied widely from day to day, the men in this group, of
necessity, were quite regular in their daily programs. A study of the graphs
of this group would indicrte that the grix) strength scores of these men were
less affected by loss of sleep and minor illness than were the grip strength
scores of men in the domitorj’’ groups. A superficial studp might thus lead
one to believe that the findings from a study of this group v/ould refute con-
clusions drawn from studies of the other groups. Hov/ever, it seems reasonable
to conclude that these men, who were follov/ing a more regular program of sleep
and activity than most students, v;ere better conditioned to thro?; off the affects
of slight phj^siologicsl disturbances. Had it been possible to control this
group sufficiently to have had these men exercise vigorously on days of colds
or days follov/ing abnormal loss of sleep it is highly- probable that they would
have lost considerably in grip strength. This v-as true of the varsity
wrestlers, who frequently did not register a noticeable loss before practice
on abnormal days, but did register a loss much greater than the average
follov/ing practice. All testing was done at 7:30 each morning.
ChartXXIII on pagesll2-3is a graph for D.K., who was tested from Februarj'’
4 to Alarch 7. He was a varsity basketball man ?;ho practiced basketball about
two hours daily except on days of games, v/hich averaged about twice a v/eek.
He v/orked twenty-eight hours a ?/eek. His grip-strength scores v/ere very
steady, remaining at, or close to, 100 for the left and 115 for the right,
quite consistently. At several ^oints, loss of sleep was reflected in loss
of grip strength, right grip being the more sensitive. The last ?;eek and a
•icmsolq 6«o/^r. sus^t^ c^ioitmoh al ct9. t^d: ^ ri^iti dW^dbrjoo flrl
w \
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{
half of the testing period v/as after the close of the basketball season, and
it v/ill be noticed that, except for three days v/hen the subject had a. sore
right hand, scores were consistently higher than they had been during the
season. This v/ould indicate that the rest period folloT/ing a strenuous
season of competitive sport v/as beneficial to the fitness of the subject,
ChartXXIV is a graph for W.G., who was tested from December 1 to
December 15; from Januarj’- 3 to January’- 11; and from February' 4 to Ivlarch 7.
This subject was a varsity football i^layer in the fall, and practiced some with
the wrestling squad in the winter. Days on T/hich he wrestled are marked on
the chart. Though carrying a normal academic program, and working forty-five
hours a week, he gained six pounds in v/eight during the testing period. The
grip strength of this subject was affected more by exercise than by any
other factor. During xoeriods when he participated in v/restling his grip-
strength was up around 200 for the right and 185 for the left; while during
periods when he did not exercise his grip dropped to around ITDfor the right,
and to 160 for the left.
Chart XXV on pages 11-78 is a graph for L.O., whose testing period corresponded
with that of W.G. He vyorked forty hours a week, carried on a daily program
of calisthenics, did not get as much sleep as an active college student should,
but followed quite a regular program. It apparently took him about a week to
acquire the technique of squeezing the instrument, -/Ifter that he attributed
his improvement and maintenance of a fairly high score to his regularity of
exercise
.
Chart XXVI on pagesIL9-2)is a graph for J.T., who was tested from February
4 to f.larch 7. Though a varsity football player, he did not exercise much
during this period because of an appendicitis -operation during Christmas
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vacation. His living habits ?/ere very steady and he had no sickness during
the period, As will be noticed, his grip-strength scores were very steady.
Of three noticeable increases in right-grip, t?/o can be accounted for by
|l
more than the usual amount of sleep. The third increase which showed a
rise of from 120 to I40 in right-grip, and from 95 to 110 in left-grip was not
accounted for.
Chart XXVII on pages i22-3 is & graph for J.C. v/ho v;as tested over the
three periods which totaled a full seven weeks. He worked fifty hours a week
and had an erratic sleep schedule, which noticeably affected his grip-strength
scores. At one tLme he was put to bed and kept under observation for ap-
pendicitis for two days. His lowest scores were recorded v/hen he was tested
one day while in bed, but since it was awkward for him to squeeze the instru-
ment while in bed, and since it was feared the effort might be harmful to
hLm if he did have appendicitis, the test was not repeated until he came back
to work. He did not have appendicitis and immediately regained his normal
grip when he resumed v/ork.
The rest of the graphs for this group are not included because they
neither contribute to nor detract from indications or conclusions drawn from
other graphs.
Boiler Room Workers
This group was composed of five men v;ho shoveled coal in the boiler
|i room. The men v/ere taught the testing technique, and each tested himself
v/hen he started and v/hen he finished v/ork, for a period of one month.
i/W
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Since the work y/as heavy it was hoped that some findings dealing with
fatigue would be realized, but v/orking hours varied so much as to length and
time of day that it v/as impossible to adequately group results for an accurate
study of fatigue.
During the month only one subject reported a cold. This cold lasted through
a period of six testings, during v/hich time his average right-grip dropped
16,04 points and his left grip 11 points belov; normal.
Janitor Group
This group of twenty-one men was checked from January 27 to Hlarch 11.
Tests were given when these men came to work and v;hen they finished work.
These men v/orked froxa five to seven o’clock each morning. Causes of changes
in scores were investigated, and whenever a cause was determined it was recorded.
Scores of this group add further evidence to substantiate the belief
that one’s physical powers are at low ebb the first thing in the morning.
Two hours of janitor work do not cause fatigue enough to overcome the natural
diurnal changes of a healthy individual. Of the twenty-one subjects, nineteen
showed gains in the right grip in the two-hour period ranging from .9 to 17.3
points. One lost .6 points, but more than counter balanced it with a gain of
6 full points in the left. The other lost ,6 points for his right, and 1.3
points for his left. In the twenty other cases of left grip comparisons,
eighteen shov/ed gains; one lost .3 of a point while gaining 13.1 points, right;
and another lost 1.7 points while gaining .9 of a point, right. Gains in left
grip ranged from 1.7 to 22.1. The average gains for the entire group were
6.12 points, right grip; and 7.15 points, left grip.
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The majority of these men went through the testing period without
any noticeable causes for physiological changes. In general, scores v/ere
steady, though in a fe?/ cases there were deviations, which could not be
accounted for.
Six of the men reported abnormal conditions and each of these six
will be discussed separately.
Sub.ject K.E. reported one cold which brought his grip strength dov.Ti
10.94 points for the right and 3.7 points for the left belov; his normal
pre-work average. After work he was 4«12 points belov; his normal post-work
right and 4»41 points belov; his normal post-work left averages.
Subject C.G. rej'orted falling below par one morning because of having
teeth extracted the evening before. He v/as 11.1 points belov; his normal pre-
work average right grip and 1.7 belov; his normal pre-v;ork average left grip.
He failed to retest after work that day.
Subject S.K. reported one cold ?;hich brought his scores 17.8 and 23.7
points belov; his normal post- work average. He failed to test before v;ork at
this period.
Subject R.W, reported one unusual day. His pre-v;ork test v/as quite normal,
being
.3 points, right and .8 points, left above normal pre-work averages. His
work that day called for some extra duties, ?;hich necessitated his driving a
car into a neighboring town. He had to drive through traffic in a great hurry.
This induced a state of nervous tension. It was immediately after this trip
that he finished v;ork and retested 26.3 points, right and 7.8 points, left
above his normal post-work averages. This is another indication of the effect
of emotional ^keying up" on grip strength.
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Sub.iect J.S, reported one morning follov;ing a night of very little
sleep. He failed to test before v/ork, but after v/ork v/as 20.7 points,
right and 11.4 points, left below normal averages for that testing period.
m
Sub.iect N.D. reported several colds, and during the periods of these
he showed little ill effects from them before v;ork. Before work he averaged
1 point below norme.l right and 4*1 points above normal left. After v/ork,
hoT/ever, he ws.s 9*39 belov; his post-v/ork normal right average, and 7.46
points belov/ his post-v/ork normal left average. These very noticeable
comparative losses in grip—strength during tv/o hours of early morning v/ork
seem definitely associated with a lower degree of ph^’sical fitness due to
colds. This subject v/as a regular participant in inbra-mural athletics,
and evidently was conditioned so that the tests before v/ork did not reveal
a weakened condition, but he did not h/ve the stamina to throw off fatigue
effects of work on days of colds as he v/as able to on normal days.
Summery
A study of students other than athletes indicates that the same factors:
minor illness, amount of sleep, fatigue, and emotional tension affect grip-
strength.
A fev/ additional observations were noted. It seems that individuals with
daily regular programs tend to fluctuate in grip-strength less than those who
are irregular in their activity and rest. Exercise, except when engaged in
to excess, tends to increase grip-strength. During two hours of moderate work
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in the morning the grip strength of college men in good health tends to rise,
indicating that the natural gathering of powers in the morning should he
sufficient to counterba.lance average fatigue effects. A rest period following




ThiF study h€S aimed to determine the factors and conditions in
the life of college men v/hich cause grip strength to fluctuate. It has
sought to determine whether or not a daily grip strength test rould he
a useful measure for athletic coaches. Finally, it v:rs sought to prohe
the possibilities of forecasting physiological changes hy means of grip
strength tests.
From a study of one hundred fort^' college men it seems evident that
such factors and conditions as normal exercise, regularity in rest and
activity, and other proper health habits bring about a rise in grip
strength. Contrarily over exercise, minor illness, loss of sleep, and
v.orry bring about a decline in grip strength. Since it is axiomatic that
any one of the above brings about ph^ticrl changes for tetter or for
1,-orse, it is logical to conclude that an increase in grip strength in-
dicates a rise in general physical poi/ers and a decrease in grip strength
indicates a decline in general physica.1 powers.
Coaches interested in maxiraum results, to say nothing of the physical
welfare of their men, must give attention to daily physical fitness.
Only tv;o methods are in common use today, subjective observation and the
keeping of weight charts. A subjective examination of men takes much time
and is ver;'^ susceptible to error. Weight changes are very difficult
to analyze because loss of weight in many instances is ifierely a loss of
water, and does not affect physical ^jower, some weight losses accompanying
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a decline in fitness and others an increase in fitness. In chapters
II and III, group and individual examples are cited to shov. that 7/eight
changes are, many times, inverse to physical fitness changes. A light
workout, after a day of phi^sical inactivity in class roo;.is, while causing
a loss of body weight, seems to stLmulate cap£tcity for activity.
Trestlers up to a certain point can ^.urpcsely reduce weight, and still
gain in physical condition, but beyond that point further loss v/ill
reduce condition. IThereas weight is a very deceptive measure of physical
fitness, all evidence gathered thus far indicates tliat grip strength is
a consistent barometer of increases and decreases in general physical
powers
.
Grip strength, not only seems to be valid as a method of checking
daily physical fitness, but it is reliable, objective, economical, and
interesting. One study^ found e. reliabiLity coefficient of .92 with the
right grip test, and of .90 with the left test. The technique of grip
strength testing is very simple, and so long as the testers are interested
and careful it is highly^ objective. A first class manuometer costs fifteen
dollars, and the test for both right and left grip can easily be admin-
istered in less than one minute. Even though practice time for school
athletics is very limited, one minute is a small proportion of the total time
to determine the fitness for activity of e flayer, With a little training,
a dependable student assistant manager could easily administer the test.
There is no difficulty in interesting len and boys in tests involving
streng"bh. During this research the subjects were intensely'" interested
in their scores, and were conr tan-^’ly striving to do better.
-•-Frederick P^and Rogers, FTfIDAmT/.L AEi.IINIETRITIVE ..lEAEURES IN IFYEICfL
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Athletic coaches can find much practical value in grip strength testing.
As v/as i.reviously stated, it can he used as a check on the f'^ithfulness
of :tien in ohserving training rules. It can he used to detect men luho are
concealing illness, and to determine ho?; soon after siclcness or injury one
is physically able to get hack into strenuous sport ^;'>rticipation. It
can he used to indicate the amount and type of practices T;hich are the best
for getting and keeping men in the best possible condition. Chapter II
reviews the effects of different types of practices on varsity ?;restlers.
Individual case studies, reported in the seme chapter, cite instances
erhere men, because of changes in grip strength, “were diagnosed as being in
the early stages of staleness, and, in some instances, v;ere rested in time
to restore good physical condition. Some ;7restlers csn reduce r/eight to
compete in a lov/er division, and still .riaintain laaximum efficiency,
while others v/ill be v;eakened hy doing so. Cvrip strength reveals such
effects. Grip strength testing can be used to help determine the physio-
logical value of activities. Studies, reported in this paper, indicate that
moat athletic activities are physically helpful. They also indicate
that basketball, as it was j^la.yed under the 1937-33 rules, v;as too stren-
uous for college men. Studies of diurnal changes in grip strength
contriT<ute evidence that mens’ physical pov/ers fluctuate during the course
of a day. This is ap^jarently not so much due to any particular time of
the day, hut is closely related to the individual’s sleeping, eating, and
activity schedules.^ Further studies of this sort should enable one to
time a day’s ^rogram in order to have inFiximuiu j^h^sical cfficienc;, vhen it
is most needed
.
‘Coleman R. Griffith, PSYCHOLOGY AND ATHLFTICS . York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 192o; p. 200.
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Further evidence that grip strength is aff'ected tj ininor illness
end ’"p heelth hebits is offered in the study of five student groups,
totaling seventy-eight men. Invariably decreases in grip strength could
be treced to minor illness, loss of sleep, v/orrj' over examinations,
strenuous exercise while out of condition, or some such cause.
While the possibilities of grip strength tests are v;orthy of much
more research, it seems certain from studies already made that they are
valid; that they are the most useful measure known today for an athletic
coach to check the daily fitness of his men, and that there are definite
indications that can be used to foretell physiological changes, such as
staleness, before such changes have actually occurred.
Problems Yet Unsolved
The writer plans to carry studies in grip strength testing further.
It is planned to correlate grip strength changes over longer periods of time
with P.F.I. changes. It is also planned to correlate changes in grip
strength y;ith results in athletic skill tests. This ?/ill he done bj- adrain-
istering skill tests to subjects at times when their grii^ strength is at
low ehh, at a normal level, and at peaks. Ultimately rre should ’<now just
hoT; valid the grip strength test is as a measure of physica 1 status in
relation to one’s ov.tl normal condition.
#
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